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Presidential candidates vie for election votes
COURTESY PHOTO GEORGEWBUSH.COM
•-•
By Matt Shaer
National Politics Reporter
Editor's note: The Maine
Campus will, throughout the next
two months, analyze the national
campaign and election. Today's
article summarizes the platftmns
of the Democratic and Republican
parties. Subsequent articles will
cover the Green and Reform par-
ties, as well as vice presidential
biographies. Updates on the
progress of the general election
will be published every
Wednesday until election day.
With the arrival of the Nov. 7,
presidential election on the hori-
zon, an influx of multimedia cov-
erage is facilitating the ways in
which the public becomes
involved in politics. Yet, even as
opportunities for involvement
multiply, many potential voters
COURTESY PHOTO WFIREHOUSE.GOV.
are still largely uninformed as to
the candidate's basic platforms.
The problem is not lack of pub-
lic intent; instead the dilemma
seems to lie more in each candi-
date's inability to illustrate a
See CANDIDATES on page 3
Stress need not lead to drastic measures
By Debra Hatch
Copy Editor
As the semester starts once
more for both experienced
upperclassmen and new fresh-
men, the pressures of being away
from home, classes and the
unknown can cause extra pres-
sure on the student.
Sometimes these, and the pres-
sures of experiencing living on
your own, can trigger feelings of
depression and sometimes even
suicidal feelings.
But Brent Elwood, a counselor
at the University of Maine
Counseling Center located at
Culter Health Center, said that
suicidal feelings are only tempo-
rary and can usually be worked
through with the help of friends
and professionals.
"This is a big issue," Elwood
said. "Anytime that you have a
large concentrated group of 20- to
24-year-olds the record is going
to be higher."
Elwood said the reason behind
many college suicides, or
attempted suicides, is that in col-
lege there are many kinds of
stress on people.
"People who come to college
are generally bright and want to
accomplish things," Elwood said.
But added stress may accumulate
and influence people to think they
cannot do anything well.
The National Institute of Mental
Health has reported in 1996 that
90 percent of people who commit
suicide have some sort of depres-
sion or other mental or substance
abuse disorder. NIMH also
reported that in 1996, the last
period where reliable statistics
have been examined, 31,000 (1.3
percent) of all deaths were sui-
cide-related. There were about
500,000 suicide attempts. Suicide
was the eighth leading cause of
death in the United States.
In addition, Elwood said, men
are four times as likely to commit
suicide than women are, but
women are twice as likely to
attempt suicide.
Because suicide is such a seri-
ous issue, Elwood said that there
are four major signs to pay atten-
tion to if you suspect someone
you know may be suicidal:
• If the person has made previ-
ous attempts. Elwood said 20 per-
cent to 50 percent of people who
commit suicide had tried to do so
before. The person has then
established a pattern.
• When the person starts talk-
ing about death or that the
world is better off without
them, either directly or indirect-
ly. While it doesn't mean they
are actually going to do it, it
can be a cry for help.
• If the person begins behaving
like they are saying good-bye,
whether it is giving away treas-
ured items or simply by com-
pletely cleaning out their room.
• If the person is depressed.
Depression is the leading cause
of suicide, but a depressed per-
son may not always look down
or sad. Depression generally
lasts over two weeks and can
linger on much longer, from
months to years. Elwood said if
the person seems really down
over the expanse of two weeks
or more, then it is worth paying
attention to.
If a person who is known not to
abuse drugs or alcohol or engage
in reckless behavior and sudden-
ly begins to do so, then it could
be a sign that something else is
going on, Elwood said.
But there is help.
"If you are depressed, it's hard
to deal with on your own,"
Elwood said. "If you are on cam-
See SUICIDE on page 2
New changes in Card
make life here easier
By Kimberly Leonard
Style Editor
The MaineCard, a basic sta-
ple of student life, is being
expanded this semester to make
recreation and work cheaper
and easier.
Two additions have been
added to the MaineCard. The
card can now be used for photo-
copies in Fogler Library and
students will be able to get into
athletic games without an ath-
letic decal.
According to Joyce Rumery,
head of access services at
Fogler Library, the Vendacard
system was unsatisfactory. The
price of copies was about to
increase and many of the
machines were getting older and
in need of repair. The Vendacard
machines were also not accepting
the new bills.
All of these problems were
fixable, according to Rumery,
but it was also decided that it
would be easier for students not
to have to carry around the
extra card.
Money can be added to the
MaineCard at the Value
Transfer Station near the main
circulation desk in the library.
See MAINECARD on page 5
Headin' South
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A flock of Canadian geese aloft over Whitter farm Wednesday afternoon. CAMPUS PHOTO BY
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Police
By Nicole Brann
Crime Reporter
Taking a car from its owner
turns out not to be the best way
to start off the new school year.
Peter Welch, age unknown,
was taken into police custody on
Sept. 5, and charged with theft of
a motor vehicle after the keys
belonging to a maroon Buick
LeSabre taken from Eastern
Maine Medical Center were
found on him.
Around noon, Sept. 5, an
employee of the Employee
Assistance Program on College
Avenue reported that a male had
allegedly entered the building
and was acting strangely. The
employee stated that the individ-
ual had entered the building,
asked for a glass of water and
seemed incoherent. The employ-
ee also reported that the male had
then left the building and began
walking, leaving the maroon
Buick LeSabre he drove in the
parking lot.
Based on a description given
by the employee, University of
Maine Public Safety began a
well-being search for the individ-
ual. During their search, they
received a call from Bangor
Police Department explaining
that the same car they were
reporting to be in the parking lot
had been stolen from EMMC.
According to reports, Bangor PD
stated that a set of keys had been
removed from the valet parking
board at the hospital and the car
was driven off.
Investigator Chris Gardner,
while searching in the area of the
Memorial Union saw a male that
fit the description of Welch.
Gardner talked with the subject
and, as a result, the man, who was
indeed the suspect, was searched
and a pair of keys belonging to a
Buick were taken from him.
According to reports, Welch
admitted during questioning to
have taken the car from EMMC.
Welch was soon taken into
custody.
Michael Keep, 18, and Adam
Hassenfus, 19, were summonsed
on a charge of
illegal posses-
sion of alcohol
by a minor on
Sept. 3.
Hassenfus was
additionally summonsed on a
charge of possession of drug
paraphernalia.
Officer Mike Burgess was
patrolling the area of Wells
Commons at around 10:15 p.m.
when he observed two men. One
of the them was observed putting
a silver Milwaukee's Best can in
his pocket when Burgess
approached.
According to reports, upon
speaking with the individuals,
Officer Burgess noticed what
appeared to be a pipe in
Hassenfus's pocket. He asked
Hassenfus to please remove the
pipe from his pocket and was
answered with "What pipe?" by
Hassenfus. To which Burgess
replied, "the one in your pocket."
The pipe was removed and
what appeared to be marijuana
residue was found inside.
As a result the two were sum-
monsed and are scheduled to
appear in court on Oct. 6.
In order to drive a motor vehi-
cle, it must be registered and
inspected. The driver also must
have a license.
However, Nicole Dumont, 21,
did not have any of these things.
On Sept. 7, as a result, she was
arrested on a charge of operating
after suspension and for operating
an unregistered motor vehicle.
Officer Mike Burgess, while
patrolling on Rangley Road
around 5:20 p.m., Sept. 7,
observed a green 1987 Volvo with
plates that had expired in April
2000. The vehicle was stopped,
and, upon speaking with the driv-
er and running a license check, it
was found that the Durnont's
license was currently under sus-
pension. It was also found that the
vehicle was not inspected.
As a result she was arrested and
is scheduled to appear in court on
Oct. 6.
A 52-inch skateboard valued at
$200 was taken from a vehicle
parked in front of Chadbourne
Hall on Sept. 6. The owner said
that sometime between 2:20 p.m.
and 3 p.m. she left her vehicle and
when she returned the skateboard
was gone.
If anyone has any informa-
tion about the incident they
should contact Public Safety at
581-4040.
The owner of a 1989 Chevy Z24
Cavalier reported to Public
Safety that between the hours of
midnight and 7:30 a.m. on Sept.
9, the stereo had been removed
from the car.
According to reports, the owner
returned to the vehicle parked in
the steam plant lot to find that the
sunroof had been removed and
the stereo taken.
Total theft is valued at $200.
There was no reported damage to
the car.
If you're looking for your beer,
it's in the bushes.
Jason Mullen, 20, of York
Village, was summonsed on a
charge of possession of alcohol
by a minor after Officer Mike
Burgess observed Mullen and
another man throw what appeared
to be cans of Milwaukee's Best
into the bushes.
Officer Burgess observed
Mullen and a second individual
around 11:50 p.m., Sept, 9, walk-
ing in the area of the Aroostook
Hall parking lot with what
appeared to be cans of beer.
According to reports, Officer
Burgess, upon speaking with
Mullen, told him to retrieve
whatever he threw into the
woods. Mullen returned with a
12-ounce can of Milwaukee's
Best. He was then summonsed.
Suicide from page 1
pus, talk to an RA or to other
people [who have] an idea of the
resources available."
Some of those people include
members of the clergy, profes-
sionals at the Counseling Center
or off-campus, friends, family
members or even professors.
"Most feelings of suicide are tem-
porary," Elwood said. "Often the
idea comes into their head for a few
weeks or longer, but the feelings
often pass. This is a huge issue when
you have a community [like that on
campus). It affects your roommate,
RD, residence hall — many people
don't realize that this kind of thing
has real ramifications on the entire
dorm, residence life, and literally
dozens to hundreds of individuals.
There are many
people who are
Career Center Announces
New Electronic Service!
• GET MATCHED To JoBs
• SCHEDULE INTERVIEWS
• KEEP TRACK OF APPLICATIONS
Register with
Resuzne Exchange
Today!
ktp://urnainejobdirectconi
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE'S INTERACTIVE WEBSITE
WHERE JOSS AND INTERNSHIPS FIND YOU!
FAST, EASY, FREE!
For help or more informadon stop by the Career Center on
the third Roo, of Chadbourne Hall or call 581-1359
concerned and there is plenty of
help available. You don't have to
stay feeling this way."
As part of Mental Health
Awareness Week and the Food
for Thought Program, two mem-
bers of the Counseling Center
staff will hold a discussion about
suicide and the warning signs,
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Oct. 4.
For people searching for
help, or looking to help
someone who may be sui-
cidal there are several
local resources available.
1. Northeast Crisis
Hotline. The hotline, 1-
888-568-1112, is a toll
free call and open 24
hours a day, seven days a
week. It is a place where
if you are feeling down
you can call and talk.
They can also aide in get-
ting help for people who
really need it.
2. Counseling Center at
Cutler Health Center on
campus. The Counseling
Center is free for students
to use. They also offer
individual, group, and
couple counseling.
3. Community Health
and Counseling Service in
Bangor. Call 947-0366.
4. Eastern Maine Medical
Center emergency room.
5. The Acadia Hospital, a
part of Eastern Maine
Medical Center. The Acadia
Hospital provides help for
depressed and suicidal peo-
ple and can help provide
resources. for all. Call 1-
800-640-1211 and ask for
the Access Program.
6. Public Safety can also
help provide assistance
for any problems. Call
581-4040.
Christian. . .
Win a $50 gift certifi-
cate to LL Bean or a
frcc
white-water rafting trip!
Student organization looking for the 5 hest reasons to
tell someone About how they can have a relationship
with Jesus Christ
1) List the five It reascns (keep it brief)
2) Include phone # and campus address
3) Email your entry to the address 1-'low
4) Contest ends September 21st
5) You will he notified if you are a winner!
Limited to freshmen and new transfer students
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Moody to motivate students towards change
By Amanda Erskine
Student Government Reporter
Student Government President
Chris Moody is working with the
General Student Senate and vari-
ous other groups on campus to
accomplish the four goals in what
has been called the Four-point
Campaign. It is Moody's crusade
for the campus.
The four points are accountabil-
ity, academic advising, diversity
and ecology.
Accountability is now specifi-
cally targeting the clothes sold at
the University Bookstore, the
clothes worn on sports teams and
just about every retailer selling
University of Maine clothes that
are made in sweatshops.
His goal is to create a "code of
conduct" which tells these
sweatshop owners that UMaine
will not do business with sweat-
shop labor.
How this will be done is uncertain.
"One possibility is that we tell
the owners that if they are not in
compliance with our code by a
certain date then we will take
our business elsewhere,"
Moody said.
Moody wants to make sure
people know that what the
code will say is up in the air
because each code would have
to be different, depending on
the culture or nation the sweat-
shop is in.
Students have told Moody they
are not happy with academic
advising either. Students say
they can't meet with their advis-
er, their adviser did not inform
them of new general education
requirements needed to graduate
or that their adviser was not help-
ful at all.
No formal proposal has yet been
made to solve this, Moody said.
He also said he would like to
see advisers go through training
and be accountable for keeping
up-to-date on new requirements
and being available for the stu-
dents' needs.
Moody's third plan point, com-
bating the lack of diversity, is one
that he describes as a "perennial"
problem. He sees diversity as dif-
ferences in ethnicities and cul-
tures rather than race.
Moody believes the positions
and policies created to solve
this problem are not solving it
because the same attitude is
still there.
"Getting more diverse stu-
dents is only part of the prob-
lem," he said. "The other part is
making the different cultures
and ethnicities known to the stu-
dent population."
Moody's fourth point, ecology,
comprises two things: the "green
bikes" and heating.
The green bikes are only an
idea he is kicking around he
said. If implemented, bicycles
would be lent to students to use
around campus.
It has not been figured out how
they will be distributed or main-
tained, but Moody hopes they are
a good solution to help parking
and pollution problems.
The campus is heated using
grade six oil, which Moody
found to be the worst grade for
the environment.
There are two possible plans,
he said. One is to refurbish the
boilers to use natural gas, which
is a cleaner fuel, or to keep
things as they are and sell back
the extra electricity we generate
to Bangor Hydro, to recycle the
energy created and possibly
make a profit.
Moody described these four
points as his presidential goals
this year. He expects to reach at
least two of these goals.
"If nothing else, at the very least
this is an opportunity for a lot of
different student concerns to
come under an umbrella and for
everyone to work together on
them," he said.
Candidates from page 1
basic outline of his or her plat-
form for public consumption.
The election process has recent-
ly entered its final phase. On Aug.
3, the Republican convention
nominated George Walker Bush,
the governor of Texas, as its
choice for the next president of
the United States. Two weeks
later, on Aug. 17, the Democratic
Party followed suit, selecting
Vice President Albert Gore Jr.
Although five candidates are
technically in viable running,
Gore and Bush have dually
assumed the mantle of front-run-
ner. As of this time, a CNN/USA
Today/Gallup poll of 675 people
showed Gore with a 44 percent to
47 percent lead over Bush — a
statistically irrelevant lead con-
sidering the plus or minus four-
percent margin of error.
With the two candidates in such
a tight contest, it's often hard to
discern each aspirant's true agen-
da amid the mudslinging and
media commotion.
However, although Gore and
Bush have shared a surprisingly
similar upbringing (born into rich
political families, pursuing high-
er education at Ivy League
schools, enrolling briefly in the
Vietnam era military) the two
men stand on contrasting politi-
cal platforms the voter would
benefit in appreciatiating.
Bush is a son of his party: he
professes a moderate Republican
agenda, he has championed the
religious right, an increase in
defense spending and, following
in his father's footsteps, supports
an enormous tax cut.
The governor has rigidly held
his pro-life position, allowing
that exceptions should be made
only when the women's life is in
danger and in the cases of rape
or incest.
In terms of campaign finance,
although in favor of full disclo-
sure for campaign donations,
Bush's agenda includes an
increase in the amount of
money individuals would be
permitted to donate to each can-
didate. The governor is also in
favor of the death penalty and
trying youths under adult
statutes for particularly violent
or abhorrent crimes.
Bush has, of late, focused on
COURTESY PHOTO BY WHITEHOUSE.GOV.
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education, vowing to give states
block grants which would in turn
allocate the money as seen fit.
Bush would additionally increase
funding for abstinence education,
and make each school account-
able for its students through fre-
quent testing.
Gore's agenda, on the other
hand, runs firmly in a liberal
vein. The vice president sup-
ports a woman's right to choose,
regardless of the situation. He
has also supported the Freedom
of Access to Clinic Entrances
Act, which places a safety zone
around each abortion clinic.
In terms of crime, Gore favors
Does Your Heart Good.
American Head
Association
a stronger "community policing
program," the introduction of
drug and alcohol awareness
programs for inmates, and the
identification of any felony
based on gender, sexual orienta-
tion or disability as a federal
hate crime.
Gore, like Bush, also favors a
tax cut, albeit not on such a large
scale. Instead, the vice presi-
dent's proposal targets small
businesses and the lower classes.
As education steps quickly to
the forefront of campaign issues
in importance, Gore has prom-
ised to reduce class sizes,
increase accountability and open
easier access to higher education
with most college tuition becom-
ing tax deductible.
With the road narrowing so
swiftly in anticipation of the
late fall debates and ensuing
ballot, — both candidates are
struggling to attract voters of all
ages to their campaigns. The
key to an informed decision is
the comprehension of each plat-
form; investigate, understand,
and vote.
For more information on each
candidate's policies, view
www.votesmart.com, a nonparti-
san site devoted to the interests of
voters across the United States.
Use your head...
...always wear a condom.
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Ecuador feels effects of Colombian drug war
By Zeb Carabello
Rocky Mountain Collegian
FORT COLLINS, Colo. (U-
WIRE) — Since the United
States has recently stepped up its
efforts in the "war on drugs" in
Colombia, Ecuador, Colombia's
peaceful neighbor to the south, is
starting to feel the effects.
Jose Velasquez, an economic -
political journalist from Ecuador,
was on the Colorado State
University campus Thursday and
talked about his view of
America's "war on drugs," and
other issues currently effecting
his native country.
Velasquez is working at the
Denver Rocky Mountain News as
part of an exchange program
through the Alfred Friendly Press
Fellowship. In Ecuador, he works
as an Associated Press stringer
and for a major daily newspaper in
the capitol of Ecuador — Quito.
Velasquez fears for the future of
Ecuador due to rising tensions in
Colombia between the govern-
ment and the drug cartels after the
recent United States intervention.
"It's like a hand grenade,"
Velasquez said of Colombia.
"When it goes off it doesn't just
hurt the person holding it, it hurts
everyone around them."
President Clinton visited
Colombia Aug. 30, to support
"Plan Colombia," which is the
partnership between the United
States and Colombia's president,
Andres Pastrana, who decided
two years ago to clean out
Colombia's drug dealers by any
means. The United States has
donated a $1.3 billion aid package
to Pastrana and his efforts, mak-
ing "Plan Colombia" the single
largest anti-narcotics offensive in
United States history.
U.S. Special Forces will assist
the Colombian army, but no
United States soldier will fight.
The powerful drug mafia will be
supported by more than 12,000
leftist rebels who already control
most of the jungle.
With expected combat in the
near future in Colombia, 4,000
Colombians have already crossed
the border into Ecuador. Many of
the drug cartels have also began
shifting their coca fields and drug
laboratories onto Ecuadorian soil.
"I understand where the U.S. is
coming from and I think their
intentions are good," Velasquez
said. "[The United States] need to
fight it on both ends though. They
need to concentrate as much
effort on the schools here as they
do on the jungle. After all,
America is where all the drugs
are going to end up."
Velasquez is also concerned
with the economic situation in
Ecuador. Although it has
improved in the last few years, it
is still suffering. He believes that
economics is the greatest differ-
ence between the United States
and most other countries, includ-
ing Ecuador.
"In Ecuador, we have lawyers
and dentists driving cabs at night
because there is no work for
them," Velasquez said. "When I
came here I couldn't believe how
much money I was making. In
Ecuador, most journalists have at
least one other job, which causes
ethics conflicts. I know one jour-
nalist who works [public rela-
tions] for a congressman in the
day and then is supposed to cover
congress for the paper that night."
This is not Velasquez's first time in
the United States. He attended
Kalamazoo College in Michigan for
one year and lived in the country
again for a semester while his wife
attended the University of Oregon.
He says the main difference in high-
er education between the United
States and Ecuador is not a lack of
universities in Ecuador, but, rather,
of the financial support available.
"We have eight universities and
colleges in Quito alone," he said.
"But I would say that at least 60 per-
cent of students who start college
there drop out after two years. They
can't afford not to be working."
Velasquez said he has enjoyed
Colorado and its people, and that
Denver reminds him of Quito, which
is almost two miles above sea level.
Although one major problem he
has noticed is that Coloradans
don't seem to care much about the
rest of the world.
"America is such a big country
and so great and prosperous that
people here only look inside," he
said. "In Ecuador, because we are
so small and have so many prob-
lems, we look outside a lot more,
trying to find answers."
Velasquez will return to Ecuador
in November.
Rainforest group fights Citibank Corp.
By Meghan McNamara
The GW Hatchet
WASHINGTON (U-WIRE) —
The Rainforest Action Network,
a group dedicated to fighting cor-
porate interests detrimental to
the environment and human
rights, is rallying support at
George Washington University.
Founded in 1985, the
California-based organization
ecently turned its attention to
Citigroup, the amalgamation of
Citibank and Salomon, Smith,
Barney, now North America's
largest financial institution.
RAN members said Citibank
funds environmentally devas-
tating projects worldwide.
That's where Valerie Orth,
activist and campaign coordinator
for Green Corps, comes in. She has
been working with GW students to
create a RAN group on campus.
"It is really important that stu-
dents have a good idea that they
can actually make a difference,"
Orth said. "A lot of students
think that since Citibank is one
of America's largest banks, they
wonder 'Well, what can we do?'
The thing is that Citibank tar-
gets and depends on students."
Orth hosted a meeting Monday
with GW students to prepare
them for their roles in the nation-
al movement against Citibank.
"Citibank is funding projects
that involve the logging of the
last ancient redwoods," freshman
Seth Goldman said. "Another
example is the Three Gorges
Dam in China, which will dis-
place two million people."
The dam project, on China's
Yangtze River, will be the largest
hydrolelectric power producer in
the world upon its projected com-
pletion in 2009.
Supported by the Chinese gov-
ernment, the project will also
receive funding from multiple
groups that plan to invest $72 bil-
lion in the project. Orth said the
dam will displace many cities,
villages, factories, farmland and
1.2 million people.
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Students: Napster ban won't stop file sharing
By Dave D'Onofrio
The Daily Free Press
BOSTON (U-WIRE) — Gal
Zhovnirovsky discovered the joys
of Napster only three days ago.
His song library now consists of
about 100 songs.
"I'd have more songs if I had
the room," said the College of
Arts and Sciences sophomore.
The story of Zhovnirovsky's
music miracle is the same as mil-
lions of other college students
nationwide. Equipped with high-
speed network connections to the
Internet, students have taken a
liking to Slapster, using it as an
inexpensive alternative to pur-
chasing costly compact discs.
According to the music industry,
however, downloading copyright-
ed music is piracy, and when
attorneys for Metallica and Dr.
Dre sent a letter to BU Chancellor
John Silber last week, Boston
University was officially pulled
into the national debate raging
over the sharing of music.
Students, however, said they
were confident that as long as the
Internet exists, so will access to
shared files.
"I would do anything possible
to share music," said Simon
Tetelbaum, a CAS sophomore.
"Why spend 10 bucks on every
CD I wanted? We've got MP3s,
we've got CD burners."
Katherine Morgenstern, a senior
in the College of Communication,
shares the opinion of many stu-
dents at BU, that the music indus-
try will survive, even if Napster is
allowed to stay up and running.
"They make money off of tours
and videos," Morgenstern said.
"It's ridiculous to think that
they're going to go bankrupt
because people can get a song off
the Internet."
"I think that musicians are
really selfish, and they have
enough money as it is, so they
should just mind their own busi-
ness," added Samantha Walters,
a CAS freshman.
Universities have been a focal
point of the assault on Napster
since Metallica and Dr. Dre filed
a lawsuit against the company in
April. The University of Indiana,
the University of Southern
California and Yale University
were all named as co-defendants
in that suit for, attorneys for the
artists claim, "their knowing
facilitation of the massive copy-
right infringements."
Morgenstern said though she
understands Napster use is popu-
lar among her peers, the music
industry should attempt to ban
its use through the judicial sys-
tem — not by singling out pri-
vate institutions.
"That is a little ridiculous
because it has nothing to do with
colleges and the BU network. It's
an Internet issue," she said. "The
fact that they're going to schools
to deal with it, instead of dealing
with it where it should be dealt
with, is a little ridiculous.
"I can see why they would go
to colleges, because we're the
age level that would go to
Napster the most. However, it
kind of seems like backstabbing a
little bit, in that instead of going
ahead or going through the court,
they're going out on their own
and trying to get Silber or whoev-
er to try and shut it down or not
allow it on our site."
Tetelbaum echoed those senti-
ments, holding that BU should
not bow to the intimidation of
the letter unless threats of litiga-
tion ensue.
"I don't think BU should get
involved unless a court tells them
to get involved," Tetelbaum said.
"I don't think BU needs to do
anything more. BU has no reason
to do anything on account of the
music industry; we're not con-
nected to them."
MaineCard from page 1
The cost of a copy is now eight
cents. Some photocopiers will
still have coin boxes for 10
cents per copy.
Money can also be transferred
from old Vendacards to a
MaineCard. The library busi-
ness office, on level 1B, will
transfer money.
Shanna Jackman, a communica-
tions major, used the system
recently and said she thought it
was fairly quick and easy.
"The Vendacard I was a little
upset about, but then I heard you
could transfer money on the
Vendacard to your campus
funds," she said. "I think for me
it was just easier to just go to the
library and get the card for the
amount you needed."
The elimination of a student
athletic decal is also a step toward
saving students money, according
to Dino Mattessich, the senior
assistant athletic director.
In the past studenst who lost
their MaineCards have been
charged $40 to get a new athlet-
ic decal. Mattessich said the
reason for the additional cost
was originally to discourage
students from intentionally
"losing" their MaineCard to a
friend and then receiving a sec-
ond free athletic decal.
With the elimination of the
decal students are now able to
get into sporting events with a
swipe of their MaineCard
through a scanner, much like
the system of getting into resi-
dence halls.
"It's really about making it
easier for the students,"
Mattessich said.
And he said it is already work-
ing, student attendance at foot-
ball games has already risen. He
also suggested that students get
to games early to avoid waiting
in lines.
Senior natural resources
major Melissa Kilbride said she
thinks it is a great idea for the
university to expand the uses of
a MaineCard.
"The [athletic] decal was a waste
anyway," she sai " that
they streamlined 
Tetelbaum also shared the opin-
ion of many other students, say-
ing that even if Napster was shut
down, alternative methods of
downloading MP3s would just
increase in popularity.
"Ultimately, I don't think
Napster is the final solution," he
said. "I think it's like a stepping
stone because everybody's going
to be sharing. At this point people
are so flexible about uploading
files onto their own webpages. If
you look, you can find all of these
files without using Napster."
"Free sharing of music is going
to happen anyway," Morgenstern
agreed. "With technology, there's
no way they can stop it. They
need to figure out a way to deal
with it instead of completely shut-
ting it down."
"The companies should sell
MP3's. I think they'd sell a lot.
They're fighting it but they're not
using it and that's the problem,"
Zhovnirovsky said.
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EDITORIAL
New thoughts on parking
They are lurking around every corner. You can't see them, but you know they are
there. And for a college student who is low on funds, they are your worst enemy.
They are Public Safety and their safety aides.
In a time when college students are scrounging for a quarter to do their laundry
and eating 50 cent Ramen noodles for dinner, the last thing they need is a fine for
parking their cars.
But things get even better. Now the ticket prices have gone up 150 percent from
last year for regular tickets and get ready to pay $100 if you parked in a fire lane or
handicapped spot. It's quite the increase from last year.
While students get adjusted to the ticket price shock and arrive in the wee hours
of the morning in search of the ever elusive parking space there is another thing
they must also watch out for. Tow trucks. These boys are poised to haul off your teal
blue Grand Am in the blink of an eye if you're parked illegally.
To help students adjust to these changes the univeristy needs to be a little more
helpful and understanding.
Until the new parking lots open up and while students learn exactly where the
black and red lots are, tickets should only be warnings. Come October when there
are more parking spaces, start ticketing, but for now, keep the students happy and
thinking positively about Public Safety. And by October, books should be paid off
and rent taken care of. Then we can start shoveling out the funds to pay off the
inevitable parking fines.
Dining options don't cut it
In light of the construction to the Union and the obliteration of the
majority of popular haunts for both students, faculty and vistors, the university
has created some interesting new places to eat ... but not to sit. The death of the
Union as we all know it has created an overpopulation of diners on the Mall,
lunchers and snackers who would, in the days of old, be taking their meals in the
Bear's Den, Damn Yankee or Coffee Shop. The big question remains, where are
the myriads of people eating outside in good weather going to go when the snow
flies, or more immediately, when it rains?
The options offered are simply unacceptable. The scant tables in front of
Hauck Auditorium or going to a dining common just is not going to cut it. These
options are uncomfortable at best and downright painful at the worst. Why is it
that commuter students are once again getting the shaft? Not only are their park-
ing options severely limited but they are going to be forced, once inclement
weather darkens our doorstep, to either drive home (and loose that terrible park-
ing spot they waited an hour for) or to eat in a dining commons, which is prob-
ably half the reason they moved off-campus in the first place. Could university
officials concieve of allowing students without a meal plan acces to the com-
mons with their brown paper bags? Students and faculty alike require a decent
place to sit and eat their breakfast, lunch or dinner.
There are places which the university could convert such as the second
floor of the Union which is riddled with lounges. What prevents the university
from temporarily converting that area to reasonable dining accomadations other
than the inherent need to save money?
Editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose members are
Stanley Dankoski, Kris Healey, John Contreraz, Kimberly Leonard, Penny Morton,
Scott Shelton, Kelly Michaud and Justin Bellows.
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Staying on the wagon
By Lindsay
Boynton
Special to the Campus
I don't drink. I'm
only seventeen years old.
I don't need that in my
life; the pressure of doing
what others are doing or
what is deemed as cool by
many students, parents,
and commercials on T.V.
There are other things that
are more important in my
life that I don't want to
ruin by drinking. I have
dreams, goals and aspira-
tions that would have
never been realized if I
hadn't stopped drinking
when I did. I was lucky
enough to realize the kind
of damage it could do to
me. And besides, there
are so many more healthy
and delicious beverages to
drink including juice,
milk, chocolate milk and
water. So I don't drink,
soda that is.
It has been almost
nine and a half months
since I took my last sip of
the bubbly, sugary, spec-
tacle that is soda. It was
my New Year's resolution
for the year 2000. It was-
n't my original idea; I
stole it from a friend who
had been soda clean for
almost two years. I saw
her crusade as a way to
become a healthier indi-
vidual, as a way to take
control of my well being,
and as a way to test my
will power. I wanted to
prove to myself that I
could deprive my sugar
buds of what had become
a staple beverage in my
diet.
Soda is everywhere,
and that is the problem.
You can't walk into a res-
idence hall without
encountering a soda
machine in every lounge.
Or walk through the line
in the dining commons
without being confronted
by the soda dispenser as
the first beverage on the
line. It is so easy to pull
the Coke lever without a
second thought of the
150 calories per 12 ounce
glass that you will short-
ly be consuming. You
forget about how tasty
apple juice is and fail to
remember the joyful days
of chocolate milk mus-
taches in elementary
school. Soda mustaches
are not as cute as their
milk counterparts; they
just look like something
you didn't wipe off your
upper lip.
Not all juices are
healthier than soda;
juices like Fruitopia,
Fruit Works, and even
Snapple barely have 15%
juice in them. If you are
thinking of giving up
soda as I have, you need
to understand what to
replace it with. Juice is
only juice if it's 100%.
Juicy Juice is great and
most apple and almost
all orange juice contains
100% juice. By giving
up soda you are giving
up the sugary, sweet
aspect of drinking a bev-
erage, and that's what
you are going to miss the
most, but you just have
to be strong. Next time
you see your hand reach
for the Coke lever, stop
yourself and think about
what you are doing, and
then turn your head and
look for the juice
machine, you will be
much happier in the end.
My no-soda con-
quest has taken more
will power than I ever
imagined, but it has
made me a stronger per-
son. I now know that I
can control my cravings
and urges, and because I
know this, I am able to
resist other bad habits in
my life.
With the constant
bombardment of clever
advertisements and
catchy jingles it makes
me proud that for once,
those advertisers are
failing at their jobs.
Those scooter com-
mercials, though, those
are another story.
Lindsay is a freshman
journalism major:
Use your head...
...always wear a condom.
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OPINION
No showers really stinks
By Adam Boynton
Special to the Campus
Think of yourself rushing
to the library's computer clus-
ter to print off a paper due in
30 minutes. It's crowded as
usual, you have to wait a
minute or two before someone
gets up and leaves. Now
think of the problems that
would arise if a librarian
announced that only one-third
of the computers would be
available for the rest of the
semester, starting now.
Similar is the situation now in
the men's locker room adja-
cent to the pool.
Over the summer, various
members of the UMaine brass
decided that the newly varsi-
ty-ized women's volleyball
team needed a locker room.
After years of club status and
having no place of their own,
it was the least the school
could do for them. It seems
that after a lot of head
scratching and long nights at
the office, they finally came
up with the absolute worst
place for one.
The current construction
of a women's volleyball
locker room is located across
the hall from the old
Memorial Gym. Much of
this area was previously
occupied by the men's multi-
purpose locker room. In order
to make space for the new
room, ten of the fifteen show-
er heads and two-thirds of the
shower space was lost. To
make matters worse, two of
the remaining shower heads
have since broken. Three
showers for the amount of
people that use that area?
That makes as much sense as
sharing one textbook between
ten students.
At first glance, it might
seem that only the swim team
and some rec sports athletes
would be affected. That's
not the case at all. Men's
rugby also regularly uses this
space, not to mention lap
swimmers, racquetball play-
ers, people returning from
Latti and various other ath-
letes on campus.
As bad as it is that the staff
and students at this school will
now be either smelly or late,
countless others off campus
will be inconvenienced.
YMCA swimmers, high school
swimmers and indoor track
runners, Special Olympians
and virtually every non-
UMaine affiliated sporting
event uses this locker room.
As a special side note, the
University of Maine will be
hosting this year's America
East swimming champi-
onships.
Help is on the way, but not
nearly enough. Assistant ath-
letic director Jim Dyer claims
five additional shower heads
will be added shortly. Eight
heads (or ten when the other
two are fixed) is still not
enough, and considering they
will all be located in the
approximately 100 square feet
left; it's going to be close quar-
ters in there.
Naturally, no one is going
to ask the volleyball team to
find another location or for the
construction workers to tear
down what they've done. It's
just puzzling that the athletic
department chose this location
when there is an even larger
and less used men's locker on
the second floor.
Any place short of in the
middle of the volleyball court
or at the bottom of the pool
would have been better. The
university has solved a prob-
lem but created a bigger one
with no foreseeable solution.
Hopefully this blunder will
encourage a little more fore-
thought on future construc-
tions. In the mean time guys,
bring a book for the wait to get
in—it could be a while.
Adam Boynton is a third
year journalism major.
Grab N' Go has coffee, but no love
By Brad Prescott
Maine Camptis copy editor
The first day of classes last
week was one right out of the
storybooks. The warm
September morning saw stu-
dents filled with an unusual
thirst for knowledge, decked
in the latest Abercrombie and
Fitch paratrooper attire and
ready for the world.
I slipped into my cleanest
surplus T-shirt and was off to
join the masses, though still a
little groggy from a pre-
semester celebration the night
before. I entered the doors of
the Memorial Union to grab
my sacred cup of coffee at the
Bear's Den when the cold real-
ity hit me. Damn construc-
tion. Instead of the aroma of
Black Bear Blend I was met
with incessant hammering and
the drone of heavy machinery.
Not exactly what I was
expecting to give me that
early morning jolt. I ran up
the stairs, hoping to find sal-
vation in the Coffee Shop. No
luck.
Of course I did manage to
find a cup of coffee (I had to set-
tle for the Mountain Blend) at
the new Memorial Union Grab
N Go. But that's not the point.
The point is, there is no
Den. What is a day at the
University of Maine without
the security of the Bear's Den?
The Den has become a campus
hub that gives students and fac-
ulty a place to congregate, get
some last minute studying
done, or grab the sustenance
needed to make it through
chemistry class. No Grab N'
Go can replace that.
Over the past two years at
UMaine I've felt as if the Den
and I have established a symbi-
otic relationship; we have
grown to depend on each other
and exist in harmony. I drop
my nickels into the hand of a
cashier every morning, and in
exchange I gain the energy to
make it through my morning
schedule.
I know, I know: change is
good, and before long there will
be a new and improved Bear's
Den. It will probably feature the
finest selection of snack foods
and sandwich meats to ever grace
a university campus. The bever-
age cooler will stretch to eternity,
featuring twenty varieties of iced
tea and more blends of fruit juice
than the world has ever known.
The seating capacity will be in
the hundreds, with three big
screen televisions so soap opera
fans can catch all their stories at
once.
Well, maybe I'm getting a
little carried away. The new
Bear's Den will- be nice, but it
can never duplicate that sense
of comfort one felt sitting with
a calculus book and an order of
breadsticks while the February
winds blew outside.
Alas, the sound of progress
outside the Union reminds me to
keep my head up and try to make
it on my own this semester. In
the spring, life on campus will
be back to normal. But still I
feel I've lost an old friend; like
I'm missing that feeling of secu-
rity that puts a smile on my face
every morning. Or maybe I just
need another cup of coffee.
Brad Prescott is a third
year economics major.
Rape at local bar
raises awareness
By Julia Hall
Special to the Campus
A week before classes start-
ed at the University of Maine, a
woman was raped at a local bar.
Although the incident did not
happen on campus, it has once
again raised awareness to the
frequency of rapes, especially
at colleges and universities.
The University of Maine is
by no means immune to inci-
dents of rape. Statistics show
that one out of every three
women here will report a sexu-
al assault to police. The most
frequent kinds of rape are
acquaintance, or date rape,
which occurs often at parties.
Which brings me to a very
important point. There are
many assaults that have
occurred and never been report-
ed because the victim was
under the influence of drugs or
alcohol and did not want to
alert the authorities for fear
they would get in trouble. Let
me assure you, the Public
Safety officers at this university
are •vbfamitiale-Iol.alsakiaj..
that you are safe. Don't be
afraid to tell them you were
violated just because you had
been drinking or taking illegal
substances. As officer Deb
Mitchell said to me during a
very informative phone conver-
sation "It [rape/sexual assault]
happens too much and it does-
n't get reported enough"
Officers such as Deb
Mitchell will see to it that your
physical and mental needs are
met when you come to them
with a problem no matter what
the circumstances were.
The university provides a
number of services for women
(and men) who fear for their
safety. If you are out alone at
night and don't want to walk
back to your (Jorm without
someone there, you can have a
Campus Walking Companion
come and escort you.
The Campus Walking
Companions, trained by advi-
sor Deb Mitchell in self-
defense and CPR, work as a
team ( I man, I woman) and
will go to your location to
make sure you reach your des-
tination safely. Deb Mitchell
also coordinates personal safe-
ty programs, as well as weekly
self-defense classes that are
open to the community as well
as those affiliated with the uni-
versity.
But there is still a lot that
can be done to help reduce the
number of rapes and sexual
assaults that occur on campus.
You may remember in the
spring of 1998 when three stu-
dents were accused of raping
someone at Bates College. The
student body took the initiative
and held a march on the presi-
dent's demanding that sex
crimes be taken more seriously.
A year later, their efforts
gained formidable results as
many of the school's policies
and programs have been
rewritten.
Everyone at this university,
including the students, should
soma way
prevent sex crimes from being
committed at UMaine.
Always make sure that you
or your friends are never alone
at night. Take a self-defense
class and encourage others to
do the same. If you are inter-
ested in being a Campus
Walking Companion, contact
Deb Mitchell at Public Safety
and make a difference in some-
one's life. You might even save
It.
There is never enough that
can be done about sexual
assault prevention, but if
everyone takes an interest and
gets involved, it will make our
school and our community a
.ratiGhhasigar place to live in.
Julia Hall is a first year
journalism and theatre major.
The Maine Campus is currently
looking for an assistant
ad manager
If you're
interested in
flexing your advertising
knowledge, call Kristen at
581-1273 after 9 a.m. or via FirstClass
Must have at least one year of school left,
advertising or marketing majors preferred.
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Rape Prevention Important
In every corner and dotted
throughout the UMaine cam-
pus are emergency call boxes,
putting the caller in direct con-
tact with Public Safety.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY
ANNE MALCOLM.
By Erin Sullivan
For the Maine Campus
People tend to think of the
University of Maine campus as a
relatively safe place, even at
night. With three cases of assault
already reported this year, it is
important for students to realize
that crimes still can occur, even
on this campus.
According to Public Safety
Officer Deb Mitchell, the rate of
assaults occurring on campus is
relatively steady. "Reporting has-
n't changed much, but we can't
tell by the statistics if more cases
are actually taking place,"
Mitchell said. "This just means
that UMaine students need to rec-
ognize that they are susceptible to
the same crimes happening on all
college campuses."
In order to raise awareness and
keep the campus as safe as possi-
ble, Public Safety adopted a pro-
active approach to the security
issue. It is doing so by presenting
personal safety programs to the
student community, which in turn,
according to Deb Mitchell have
increased the number of incidents
reported.
"By being pro-active about
this, people are reporting more
cases to the police. The communi-
ty is just beginning to feel more
comfortable about getting these
things out in the open."
With such programs as the
Women's Self Defense class,
taught by Mitchell twice a semes-
ter, women can learn full-contact,
"street-smart" protection tech-
niques.
Campus Walking Companions
are also available to walk students
to and from their destinations late
at night. Students can utilize the
organization from 6 p.m. to mid-
night, Sunday through Thursday,
Webster's with the times
By David Hall
For the Maine Campus
Rejoice college students,
rejoice because the newest
Random House Webster College
Dictionary is on the market and
ready for immediate purchase.
No longer will you have to write
a 10-page paper on Socrates looking
at some boring old 1999 edition
because the 2001 is here loaded
with definitions of such words as
dot-corn, Gen Y, mouse potato, gay-
dar and everyone's personal favorite
catch phrase, "my bad."
In fact, there are more than 300
new words that have stuck to our
English vernacular this past year,
most resulting from the main-
streaming of "Internet geek talk"
into middle, white bread America.
In the 1940s words such as bikini,
A-bomb and gobbledygook were
first added to keep up with the post
war culture and throughout the
decades more important words were
legally defined and written down.
The 1960s brought us brownie
point, pantyhose and crib death,
while the "Me Decade" gave birth to
words like yuppie, mallrat, spell
checker and trophy wife. As for this
past decade, new words that found
their way into our hearts and onto
our tongues were, V-chip, scrunchie,
olestra and bad hair day.
Definitions are not the only
new feature this handy reference
guide to better vocabulary has to
offer. The 2001 edition has the
most up-to-date biological and
geographical entries that are shap-
ing our culture today. The 2001
edition also has new biographical
information on Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Barak and
Paraguay President Luis Angel
and 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday nights.
Campus call boxes are also
dispersed across campus. There
are two buttons inside the yellow
box, one that directly calls the
Campus Walking Companions
during its hours of operation, and
the other links to Public Safety,
who can be contacted 24 hours a
day.
According to one of the stu-
dent coordinators of the Campus
Walking Program, Dominick
Potorti, the call boxes are not
being utilized as they should.
"Quite frankly, the call boxes
are just taking up space right now.
Since I have worked here, there
has only been one time that the
call box has rung, and it was a
prank. Between the Campus
Walking Companions, Public
Safety and the call boxes, there is
really no reason anyone should be
walking at night alone," he said.
Both Mitchell and Potorti agree
that students should use a "com-
mon sense" approach in regards
to safety issues on campus.
"Regardless of gender, size or
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM
strength, students need to know
that they can become a victim of
crime," said Mitchell.
As unfortunate as it is, rape hap-
pens. However, there are specific
services students can use to pro-
tect themselves from rape and to
get help if they are, suspect they
have been or if they know some-
one who has been raped.
• Campus Walking Companions-
581-WALK (9255)
• UMaine Public Safety -
581-4040 or 311
• Orono Police Department-
866-4451 or 911
• Old Town Police Department-
827-6358
• Officer Deb Mitchell-
581-4036
• Rape Response Services-
1-800-310-0000 or 989-5678
• Counseling Center Crisis
services-
581-4040
• Cutler Health Center-
581-4000
Gonzalez Macchi. Rejoice indeed
fellow students, rejoice.
The dictionary is even
equipped with the strongest, clear-
est warnings about terms that
could be conveyed as insulting
and politically incorrect.
Note to self: send one to Eminem.
Random House Webster's College
Dictionary 2001 is the first and only
informative and useful essay on
"Avoiding Insensitive and Offensive
Language."
But for those fellow students
Sop 1/1081ses ispel2
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Hitchner to
have room
for art
By Kate Williams
For the Maine Campus
The University of Maine is
holding a "percent for art" project
that will be an addition to
Hitchner Hall. They are seeking
artists to submit proposed art in
any medium for this project.
The selection committee for
this addition in Hitchner has
begun a competition for artists to
design and install one or more
pieces. The artwork is permitted
inside or outside the addition.
Through Maine's Percent for
Art Law, $75,000 is available to
acquire the artwork. This program
reserves one percent of total con-
struction funds designated for
state-funded buildings to use for
artwork displays in public areas.
The addition, which is being
called the Hitchner Addition
2000, will be 46,000 square feet.
This will be attached to the exist-
ing building which is 53,000
square feet. The addition will
house a creative and thoughtful
atmosphere among researchers,
staff and the students in the
departments of biochemistry,
microbiology, molecular biology
and food science and human nutri-
tion.
The expected audience for the
art should include the general
public, the mentioned depart-
ments and members of the indus-
try. The future of the site will be a
research science building. The
occupants will be participating in
molecular and cellular research in
food and science and human nutri-
tion, microbiology, biochemistry
and the physiology of animals and
plants.
The available sites reserved for
the art include: a large two-story
area, walls, floors and an elevated
plateatr iirlhe- courtyard which
will be placed in front of the new
main entrance.
The art work will start to be
reviewed October 20. All profes-
sional artists may apply. To do so
contact Dr. Mike Vayda at 58(-
2851.
USE YOUR
HEAD...
...ALWAYS WEAR A
CONDOM.
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'Whipped' a lame excuse for sex
By Hannah Jackson and
David Hall
For the Campus
She: Director Peter M.
Cohen may have had a good idea
when he decided to direct a
movie about a female "player."
Unfortunately, the ads for it
were all hype because this fleet-
ing, 82 minute, messed-up con-
glomeration of sex, crude lan-
guage and a few laughs fails.
Amanda Peet, previously seen
in "The Whole Nine Yards" is
the supposed star of this movie
as Mia, but her male counter-
parts with considerably less tal-
ent end up seeing far more
screen time.
Three twenty-something col-
lege friends are masters at what
they call "scamming," which is
to get as many women in the
sack as possible before they
decide to settle down in the dis-
tant future. Brian Van Holt
plays Brad, the cocky invest-
ment banker. Zone Barber
plays Zeke, an alterna-hippie,
coffeehouse intellectual who
feels he is God's gift to any-
thing female. Jonathan
Abrahams plays Jonathan, the
guy who everyone picks on,
who masturbates more than
anyone thought possible and
the one with an extensive "hand
lotion" collection.
He: "Whipped" wants to be
a movie in the vein of Kevin
Smith films, with snappy
insults, crude language and sar-
castic commentary but over
does everything to such a
degree, you feel embarrassed for
this group of guys after awhile.
The director believed he was
creating a social commentary on
sex roles in this day and age, but
instead he created a jumble of
male insecurities and bodily
functions.
She: I like the role reversal
of the sexes. It isn't as if guys
are the only ones who "scam" or
just make it a habit to sleep with
a lot of people. Obviously
women do it too, yet it is rarely
Point: Three guys and a girl for-
get the point and get naked
Running time: 82 min.
Rated: R
Her: **
Him:"
Ryan PhIllippo and a can ot
whip Gleam
Matt Damon and Bon Aftlock
James Van De,r Bock
" The Rock
• Bill Clinton in a G-string
represented in films. However,
while it was a good idea here, it
isn't until the end where we see
Peet's character reveal what
she's actually doing. Maybe it
would have been nice to show
this like half way through?
He: There are certain rules in
sex comedies that you have to
follow and "Whipped" forgets
every one. The big rule is that
the female lead must be naked in
at least one scene (remember
"American Pie" and "Porky's")
Was she? No. For a gross-out,
sex comedy, "Whipped" really
looked like a vulgar game of
spin the bottle. I believe that
even "Days of Our Lives" shows
off more than this frat boy,
Friday-night yarn. But nudity
aside, "Whipped" could have
had the extra skin and it would
have still blown.
She: I don't really think the
movie needed any skin to make
it good, maybe some character
development coupled with a
more interesting storyline would
have been good. I was just so
disappointed when at the end of
this short movie; Mia is sitting
in a restaurant eating lunch with
her gal pals, discussing her con-
quests. Why wasn't this done
earlier?
He: I think they were trying
to get a mirror image that kind
of acts like a punch line, the
whole, "look, girls do this same
stuff too, guys." Sadly, the joke
fails. In the end of the movie,
the men scammers learn their
lesson and stop having their
weekly meetings to talk about
their most recent conquests, but
we still see the women continu-
ing this exercise in debauchery.
Do we, the audience, believe it?
Not for a minute.
"Whipped" is a movie that
needed to rest on its clever dia-
logue and thought provoking
ideas like "Clerks" and
"Chasing Amy." Instead, it
recycles tired misconceptions of
male/female relationships and
leans heavily on the "uek" fam-
ily of words.
Upcoming Family and Friends Weekend
By Stanley Dankoski
City Editor
The annual weekend when your
parents and friends can go to
class with you is here: called
Family and Friends Weekend,
held from Sept. 15 to 17, is
packed with activities that is sure
to pique the interest of family
members.
After registering at the Heritage
House, 105 College Ave., from
3 to 7 p.m. Friday and 8 to 10
a.m. Saturday, students and
their families may work out in
Latti Fitness Center in the
Memorial Gym, browse through
the University Bookstore and
check out the museums across
campus.
A student organizations fair
will be held on the university
Mall from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday.
People may also meet Harold
Alfond, the man who made the
Arena and Stadium possible, at 5
p.m. Saturday, Sept. 16, at the
Alfond Stadium entrance, where
he will unveil the Harold Alfond
statue.
The UMaine Black Bears football
team will also host Howard
University in Alfond Stadium at 7
p.m. Saturday.
Family and Friends Weekend will
then close with the Bangor
Symphony Orchestra, which will
perform at 3 p.m. Sunday, Sept.
17, at the Maine Center for the
Arts.
For a complete listing of weekend
events, view the Web site at
umaine.edu/familyandfriends.
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Launch Your Career
Attention: ALL SENIORS and
final year GRADUATE STUDENTS
HAVE PLANS FOR THE FUTURE??
Come to the Career Center to pick up your free
2000-2001 job search guides!
Find out about:
3 Job Listings
3 On-Campus Interviews
3 Off-Campus Job Search Strategies
3 Registration Procedures for the Career Center
3 Resources Available on the World Wide Web
3 Resume Referrals
3 Graduate/Professional School Assistance
Ask for a demonstration of our new electronic
Resume Exchange System.
Don't forget to visit our home page at:
http: / / www.ume.maine.edu/ -career
and register with Resume Exchange at:
http: / / umainejobdirect.corn
Mission Statement
The Career Center's mission is
to provide quality career
services and programs for
UMaine students and alumni
which will enable them to
successfully identify and
pursue their career goals. This
mission is a collaborative
effort between our staff,
students, faculty, employers,
and alumni.
Our services include:
• Counseling & Advising
• Self-Help Career Lab
• Resume/Cover Letter
Critiquing
• Practice Interviewing
• Maine Mentor Program
• Internships &
Cooperative Education
• Job Search Workshops
Job Search Workshops
Fall 2000
Please sign up ahead of time for the workshops that you
plan to attend by calling the Career Center at 581-1339
or by stopping by the office on the third floor of
Chadbourne Hall.
Location: Career Center- Chadbourne Hall
Resume Writing: New Techniques
Tuesday September 12 2:10PM
Wednesday September 13 2:10PM
Monday September 18 3:10 PM
Thursday September 21 2:10 PM
High Impact Cover Letters
Wednesday September 13 3:10 PM
Monday September 18 2:10 PM
Effective Interviewing Techniques
Friday September IS 2:10PM
Tuesday September 19 2:10 PM
Monday September 25 3:10 PM
How to Find Internships
Tuesday September 19 3:10 PM
Monday September 25 2:10 PM
Location: 121 Lengyel - Computer Cluster
Electronic Job Search
Tuesday September 21 3:10 PM
Friday September 22 2:10PM
Location: Career Center Chadbourne Hail
Applying to Graduate School
Wednesday October 18 3:30 PM
For additional
information, contact:
areer center
university of mOine
Chadbourne Hall - 3rd Floor
581-1359
Fall Company Interviews
Ames Department Stores. Incorporated
Analog Devices. Incorporated
Baker Newman & Noyes
Bankers Life & Casulaty Company/Bangor
Banknorth (formerly Peoples Heritage Holding Co.)
Berry, Dunn, McNeil & Parker
Circuit City Stores, Incorporated
Cives Steel Company
Computer Sciences Corporation
Consolidated Electrical Distributors, Inc.
Dingo Financial Group
Enterasys Networks (formerly Cabletron Systems)
Fairchild Semiconductor
Forum Financial Group
Foxboro Company, The
General Electric Company
Georgia Pacific Corporation
Hercules, Inc/Pulp & Paper Division
Hewlett-Packard Co/Systems VLSI Technology
Operation
HNTB. Inc.
1DEXX Laboratories, Incorporated
International Paper Company
Kiewit Construction Company
Lincoln Lab./Mass. Institute of Tech.
MacDonald Page Schatz Fletcher & Company
MBNA
Mead Paper Division
Mitre Corporation, The
MUN1S (formerly Computer Center Software)
National Semiconductor
New El' %laud Electric System
Nichols Portland
Olympia Sports
P. H. Glatfelter Company
Philips Lighting Company
Pratt & Whitney
Primavera Systems. Inc/Expedition Division
Quadic Systems. Inc.
Runyon Kersteen Ouellette
Sanders-A Lockheed Martin Company
Shawmut Design and Construction
Silicon Valley Group, Inc.
Teradyne Inc. • Connection Systems
Texas Instruments. inc.
Toray Plastics (America), Inc.
U.S. Marine Corps Recruiting Office
U.S. Naval Explosive Ord. Disposal Tech. Div
U.S. Naval Undersea Warfare Center
U.S. Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
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Jump into it 'Water as a Muse'
(cc. •:( ( frottUf N.?
"Jump into It (Water as a Muse)" is an ongoing exhibit in Carnegie Hall until Oct. 21. The show fea-
tures 79 works from the University of Maine permanent collection. Look for the story in Monday's
paper. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM.
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WEBSTER'S from page 10
who think that putting all those
hip cat fancy words and confus-
ing techie jargon into such a
wonderful read like the Random
House Webster's College
Dictionary, heed not because you
will still be able to find such clas-
sic definitions like conundrum,
monochromatism, illuviate and
usufructuary.
The dictionary is marketed
at $24.95 and includes a hard-
back, quick, side-thumb index.
And for those students who
pride themselves of being a bit
of a wordsmith, Random House
has a "Word of the Day" site on
the web site, which "USA
Today" has already called a
"hot site." Maybe "hot site"
will be in the 2002 edition? We
can only hope.
Race for the Cure
By Gina Valenzuela
For the Maine Campus
In the words of Nancy Binker, the
founder of the Susan G. Komen
Breast Cancer Foundation,
"When a woman is diagnosed
with breast cancer she should
never have to walk alone."
Brinker started the organization
in memory of her sister who lost
her battle at the young age of 36.
The Race for the Cure is held in
over 107 U.S. cities and two for-
eign countries and more than one
million people are expected to
participate this year.
The state of Maine race has
grown from 400 participants in
1997 to over 1,500 in 1999.
Maine has raised over $122,000
to fund breast cancer research,
local health initiatives, education,
screening and treatment.
The Race is more than just raising
funds and awareness; it is a cele-
bration and memorial to those
who have fought and are fighting
breast cancer. Pink caps brighten
the crowd signifying each woman
who has survived, and partici-
pants proudly wear posters stat-
ing, "In celebration of..." and "In
memory of..."
Women, men, and children run
for their mothers, grandmothers,
sisters, aunts, cousins, friends and
even for the women they do not
know. They support the cause
and the mission of the Susan G.
Komen Breast Cancer
Foundation, "to eradicate breast
cancer as a life threatening dis-
ease by advanced research, edu-
cation, screening and treatment."
It is an intense experience that
will not only touch your heart, but
your soul. The strength of the sur-
vivors and supporters will
embrace your being and leave
you filled with admiration, hope
and your own sense of inner
strength.
Bangor will continue its support
this Sunday, Sept. 17, on the
Bangor waterfront. The registra-
tion table will be open from 8
a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
The 1K fun run/walk starts at 10
a.m. followed by the 5K run/walk
at 11 a.m. Awards will be pre-
sented to survivors and the top
female and male runners of each
age division at noon.
It's never too late to show your
support and register Sunday
($30), pick up your free T-shirt,
and walk with the women that
should never have to walk alone.
For additional information:
www.raceforthecure.com or
www.komen.org.
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Maine faces Howard
Saturday night
By Jim Leonard
Football Reporter
Black
plete the
of their
Saturday
Bear football will corn-
non-conference portion
schedule at home on
night at Morse Field
against Howard University.
The Bison, currently 0-2, play in
the Mid-East Athletic
Conference. They arrive in Orono
on the heels of a 26-24 loss to
Hampton.
Howard is a vertical team,
racking up two-thirds of its
offense through the air. Wideout
Jevonte Philpot (9 receptions, 105
yards, I TD), Kevin Simmonds
(6, 106, 1) and Taurie Rice (3,
107, 1) will test the young Black
Bear secondary.
Maine head coach Jack
Cosgrove thinks the key to the
Bison offense is their quarterback,
Bobby Townsend.
"He's a big guy, sort of a
Culpepper (Minnesota Vikings
quarterback) type," Cosgrove
said. "He's a threat to throw,
throw deep or run. We'll need to
contain him."
Thus far, Townsend hasn't
been terribly accurate. Coming
into the weekend, he's completed
only 19 of 43 passes and been
picked off three times.
Howard poses a limited threat
on the ground. Donald Clark, an
option quarterback and tailback,
leads the team with 66 yards on
14 carries. The Bison have only
one rushing touchdown thus far.
The Black Bear's explosive
offense should be able to exploit a
Howard defensive corps that has
given up an average of 30 points
per game. Maine will look to
exploit whatever defensive weak-
nesses they find, but there's noth-
ing special in the works.
"We don't do a lot of scheming
week to week," Cosgrove said.
"We just do what we do and
force our opponent to stop it. That
won't change this week." With
that said, he added "we do put
some specific packages into the
game plan."
The Bears will deal with the
absence of right tackle Pete
Richardson, who went down
with a knee injury during the
second quarter of Maine's 51-30
loss to Hofstra last Saturday.
Richardson tore his ACL (ante-
rior cruciate ligament) and his
medial meniscus. Richardson
will have surgery and remain
sidelined for the rest of the sea-
son.
Losing Richardson, a presea-
son All-Atlantic 10 selection, will
force Maine to shuffle the deck up
front.
"There's some people we can
move around,"Cosgrove noted.
The game should serve as a
good tune-up for the Black Bears
conference opener at Villanova
next week.
WOMEN'S SOCCER from pg 16
first-year players that we have here
are very talented and come from
very successful programs."
Seven of the 14 are regular
starters. Dominik Bertrand, out of
Hull, Quebec, is the leading scorer
for the Black Bears, while Katie
Hodge, also from Quebec, was
recently named MVP of the
Governor's Cup Tournament.
While this recruiting class is
outstanding, the upperclassmen
continue to lead the team as.
Coach Atherley describes Nancy
Dillingham as "solid as a rock" in
the backfield, and goalkeeper
Karyn McMullen has already
broke the school record for most
career shutouts and only continues
to up the ante. Jesse Wratz, who
scored only one point in all of last
season, has already racked up
seven points early this season.
Coach Atherley attributes this
to his team's work ethic and also
to their personalities.
Atherley points out that his
upperclassmen know how the pro-
gram works and have enabled the
first-year players to make the
adjustment to collegiate play.
Coach Atherley is spending his
time now figuring his player's ten-
dencies and personalities so he can
put the best lineup of players on the
field.
Regardless of who is on the
final starting line, it's obvious
that fans of this year's UMaine
Women's soccer program can
expect nothing but surprises this
season.
LVOLLEYBALL from page 16
Connecticut at 7 p.m.
The tournament will take
place in the fabled "pit" where so
much of Maine's athletic history
has been made. The Black Bears
hope to start a new tradition but
need support from the students
and fans.
"The tradition in the pit
began long before any of us
were around," Medley
remarked. A loud home crowd
can really make a difference in a
close match.
Medley and Assistant Coach
Chris Dudley are "real proud of
all we've accomplished." But for
now the focus is on the weekend
ahead and these Black Bears will
be prepared.
The University of Maine
Women's Volleyball team wraps
up the tournament on Sunday at 2
p.m. against Dartmouth.
Kristy Ferran takes a shot against New Brunswick
Head coach Terry Kix takes the field hockey team on the road this weekend for games against
Boston University and Dartmouth. The team returns home next weekend to face Hofstra 
and
Drexel. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM
you take care of the patients,
we'll help take care of the
[t u it ion"
Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll
not only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leader,
ship skills that cart open doors for you throughout your career.
Stop by the Army RaWdepartment. We'll take care of you.
ARMY Ft011C Unlike any other college totu'se you can take.
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Women's weightlifting makes Olympic debut
Meet Tara Nott: One of America's strongest women
The year 2000 makes the
By Kelly Michaud
Assistant City Editor
Lifting the bar of equality,
women will be competing in
Olympic weightlifting for the first
time at the 2000 Games.
One the sport's premier athletes,
Tara Nott, will be making history
as she competes on the first
Olympic team.
Nott started lifting in 1996 and
now four years later she's in line
to medal. But aside from lifting,
there is much more to Nott than
the public knows.
"The public sees you compet-
ing and only what the media puts
out and they really don't know
what kind of person you are out-
side of weightlifting," Nott said.
"This gives an insight to what we
do—what's important to us,
what's not important to us."
Now with the Olympic trials
behind her and focused on
Sydney, Nott opens up and speaks
with us "Unplugged."
Other than yours, what's
your favorite Olympic sport?
"Soccer because I played it for
so long and I'm very excited to be
going to the Games where I'll be
able to see the U.S. women's
first year for women's weightlifting, team. Maybe I can get some tick-
man's and women's triathlon and trmapoline as Olympic sports. ets to some of the games. I played
PHOTO COURTESY BRUCE KLEMENS/USA WEIGHTLIFTING against a lot of the people that are
on the team in college as well as
at Olympic festivals. I really
enjoy watching the sport but I like
it more when I know the people
that are competing."
What is the best thing about
being an Olympian?
"All the hard work has paid off.
With all the ups and downs you
have in sports it's like graduating
Tara Nott. PHOTO COURTESY
BRIAN BAHR/ALLSPORT
from college—knowing you've
put four years into something and
you get this great return. I feel just
the same so I don't think it
changes you as a person. But it
really is a great reward after all
those days in the gym and all
those sore muscles."
What's the hardest part?
"I don't think there's anything
hard about it. I've had so many
people send me e-mails saying
'bring home the gold!' and I'm
here thinking there is no way pos-
sible I'm bringing home the gold.
But it doesn't really get to me. To
me it was an accomplishment to
make the team and I just want to
give 100 percent, which is all I
can do. Whatever happens, hap-
pens. Sure I'd like to try and win
a medal but again I don't think
that's going to change me as a
person. It's just another reward.
So I don't feel the pressure. You
do have to make so many sacri-
fices though. Whether it's spend-
ing time with your family, friends,
or boyfriend—you can't go hik-
ing, you can't go bike riding.
Your life is put on hold until after
the Olympic Games."
Your hero or inspiration?
"My family—they inspire me
because they support me so much
in what I do. I started weightlift-
ing four years ago and I started
very late after competing in two
other sports. My parents have
been to every competition—
they've been to World
Championships and this is not
only in weightlifting but in gym-
nastics and soccer too. It helps
All-around athletes compete in first-ever Olympic triathlon
By Kelly Michaud
Assistant City Editor
At the first signs of morning,
swimmers plunge into the cool sea-
water, pursuing a 1.5 K swimming
challenge. Conquering the cycling
obstacle, the athlete knows there is
still one course to survive, the 10 K
run. Completion for many would
seem like a dream. but for triathletes,
it's a reality.
Triathlon grew from the monoto-
ny and grind of training for
marathons. Runners began integrat-
ing biking and swimming into their
routines. Little did they know their
training would reach such heights as
forming a new Olympic sport—
triathlon.
Triathlon reached its highest
mark in 1994 when it was named an
Olympic medal sport for the Sydney
Games
The United States is entering the
competition with a full plate.
Americans qualified the maximum
six athletes in the men's and
women's competitions. A two-part
trial process determined the U.S.
Olympic Triathlon Teams. Taken
into consideration were the results
from the World Cup race in Sydney
and the U.S. Olympic Trials in
Dallas, Texas.
Hunter Kemper, ranked first in
the U.S. and seventh in world rank-
ings, won the Dallas trials after qual-
ifying in April at the Sydney World
Cup Triathlon. Teammates Nick
Radkewich and Ryan Bolton quali-
fied in Dallas, finishing fourth and
fifth respectively.
The sports' first Olympic appear-
ance could not have come at a better
time.
"I assumed Triathlon would
always get into the Olympic
Games," Radkewich said.
"Luckily it made it while I'm still at
the top of my game and I was able to
make the team."
The news increased Bolton's
determination.
"My initial reaction when I found
out that Triathlon was going to be in
the Olympic Games was I'm
going to get on that team," he said.
"Since making the team it is still set-
ting in how big it is—that I'm going
to compete for the first time that
Triathlon has ever been in the
Olympic Games."
"You cart set world records but
those eventually get beaten. But
when you're on the first Olympic
team no one can ever take that away
PHOTO COURTESY PHIL COLE/ALLSPORT
and it will always be something that
will be a greatest memory."
But the men will face stiff com-
petition in their quest for gold.
Australia and the European countries
are among the top-ranked in the
world but the U.S. still has a shot at
the podium.
Paintball-Fun-Character
Development
Lowest prices around--$15 gets you auto loaders and 200 rounds
of paint
Closest playing field around--less than 30 minutes
Bring nine friends and you play free
How to-- 1) Get friends--maximum 20
2)) Choose one area and you play free
a. team work
b. communication
c. cxnflict resolution
Olympics on TV
Saturday
Women's Triathlon 7 p.m.
Swimming 7 p.m.
Sunday
Men's Basketball vs. China 11 a.m.
Men's Triathlon 7 p.m.
Many events will occur at the same time and be shown on tape-delay,
so times may not be exact. The Olympics are televised by NBC. For
a complete schedule, see www.nbcolympics.com
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TRIATHLON from page 14
"I am very optimistic and I think our
men are definitely going to improve
in their standing in the world," said
Kevin McKenna, swim development
specialist for USA Triathlon.
But with just a short time left before
Sydney, the men still have their work
cut out for them.
"There are quite a few countries in
the mix with the men and they need
to bring their swim to its best form,"
Blessing said. If they can get good
positioning then they will make sure
they are in the hunt after the swim."
As the men work on improving their
swimming, the women's team is
already at the top of their field.
This strength stems from some-
thing that the women's bracket con-
tains and the men lack—Olympic
experience. Sheila Taormina already
is seeing gold—in her trophy case.
She won gold on the 4x200-meter
freestyle swimming relay team at
Atlanta. Now she is taking her
swimming experience back to the
Games but in a whole new sport.
Jennifer Guiterrez and Joanna
Zeiger will join her.
Guiterrez gained recognition as the
first American to qualify for the
Olympics. She placed seventh at the
MOO Sydney World Cup. She also
finished seventh at the 1999 World
Championships, the best result for an
American woman.
"Medal potential is definitely there
for all the women," McKenna said.
But as both of our teams' fish for
medals, there will be another pres-
ence in the water with the athletes—
the kind with flesh eating jaws,
Sydney Harbor, where the swim
will take place, is known to have
sharks. This thought has not
escaped the athletes who will be in
the same waters. But they are trying
to approach the situation with a
light-hearted attitude.
"If I see a shark I'm just going to
swim a whole lot faster which could
improve my swim time a fair
amount," Bolton said.
Teammate Hunter Kemper is using
the same mentality.
"I am scared but I won't be think-
ing about it during the race," he
said. "I'll be thinking about get-
ting on that podium."
As the U.S. athletes swim, cycle,
then tun towards a medal, they may
be competing with the big fish, but
for their sake, hopefully they won't
be sleeping with them.
WBGHTLIF11NG
from page 14
push you along. I think my sister
too. Everyone always like, 'Oh
you're an Olympian," and I'm
thinking well my sister just got
her Ph.D. in toxicology and that's
pretty amazing to me. Just as I
work very hard for what I'm
doing, she's worked very hard on
the academic front and that's
inspiring."
Your most prized possession?
"Everything that I have, if it was
taken away, it wouldn't be that
big of a deal, except for my pic-
tures. I know it sounds crazy, but
to me, the memories that the pic-
tures bring back, are the most
important thing. People aren't
replaceable and neither are the
memories you can look back on
when they're not there."
Your motto or quote you fol-
low?
"I'm such a quote person. I have
this thing on my computer—it's
about 81 pages of quotes because
my coach sends me one everyday
and I always save them all. There
is not just one that I live by. I
think since I was young the one
thing I was taught by my parents
is 'never quit something that
you've started.' So I think that's
one big thing—just never give up.
I look at all the quotes on my
computer before I compete and it
gives me inspiration and there's
not just one that I live by. There
are so many that inspire me and
that motivate me and bring me
down to earth."
Your most intense moment
during competition?
"The most intense moment was
probably at the World
Championships when I went out
on my third clean and jerk and I
cleaned it but missed the jerk. It
was so intense because I never
miss a jerk and it would have
moved me up in ranking but it's
one of the things I learned from. I
learned how to relax in big situa-
tions. It was so emotional and so
close. Competitions usually aren't
intense for me when I'm going
through them because I'm so
relaxed, I just float through them.
I think that's why I do well. I
don't feel tense or nervous. When
I do badly that's when [feel it and
that's something I've been trying
to work with.
I can't live without...
" I wouldn't,aat to live with-".
out my family. In someway I
could do it but I wouldn't want to.
On a simpler level I wouldn't
want to live without a brush—it
would be kind of bad if you
couldn't brush your hair. Usually
though, with things you don't
have, you find other things to
occupy your time."
If you win a medal, do you
know where you want to put it?
"At the Pan Am Games I got a
medal and as soon as I got off of
the stage I took it off. It was for me
so I didn't need to wear it around
my neck to realize that I had good
meet or to show it off to everyone.
You do it mainly for yourself and
not for bragging rights. I'll proba-
bly take it off right away and put it
in my pocket. I'd carry it around
the whole time I'm at the Olympic
Games but, yeah, it would be in
my pocket."
Black Bears
Weekend Schedule
Saturday
Men's Soccer vs. Rhode Island, 12 p.m.
Volleyball vs. SUNY-Albany, 12 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Central Connecticut, 7 p.m.
Football vs. Howard, 7 p.m.
Sunday
Volleyball vs. Dartmouth, 2 p.m.
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dents protest
firing of Bob
Knight.
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Catch up with
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field hockey.
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Field Hockey ready for conference foes
By Mike Gibson
Field Hockey Reporter
After opening up 3-3 in non-
conference games, the University
of Maine field hockey team took
on New Brunswick Wednesday
afternoon at Alfond Stadium in an
exhibition game.
The Black Bears defeated New
Brunswick 6-0, in what head
coach Terry Kix called a warm-up
for division foe Boston
University. The Black Bears
jumped out to an early 4-0 first
half lead by the offensive
onslaught of sophomore forwards
Kristy Ferran and Tara Bedard
and senior forward Kristi
Knights.
The defensive unit was impene-
trable, led by senior Steph
Chakmakain. The stellar all-around
play of Noriko Kariya was also key
to the Maine victory.
Kariya currently leads Maine in
scoring with three goals and five
assists. Her 11 total points rank
her third in the conference. Jen
Johnstone is eighth in the confer-
ence with four goals.
The squad stands at 3-3 right
now with wins against Colgate,
Providence and St. Joseph's. The
field hockey team surrendered
their first loss of their season to
No. 2 ranked Michigan in a tough
battle that saw a couple breaks
fall the other way and ended up
losing 2-0. The other UMaine
losses were to Kent State and
Quinnipiac.
The team should fare well in
America East play as they were
ranked fifth in the preseason poll,
but Coach Kix would like to take
that at least one step further.
"We need to be in the top four
in America East to qualify for the
postseason tournament, which is
our primary goal," Kix said.
The team is built around its
offensive firepower, and team
speed.
"We can really beat teams down
the field with our speed and can get
a quick goal when we need one,"
Kix said. "But our team's biggest
strength is our teamwork, and the
way we move the ball around. We
look for more than just one person
to score, we can really get the ball
in from the corners."
The team's final four games
of the season could be the
deciding factor to if they make
it into the America East tourna-
ment. They face four confer-
ence teams in two weeks, play-
ing Northeastern, New
Hampshire, Towson and
Delaware.
If Wednesday's exhibition
game was any indication, the
Field hockey cruised to a 6-0 win against New Brunswick on Wednesday. CAMPUS PHOTO By ANNE MALCOL M.
Black Bears should be a tough
team and a threat in the America
East conference.
The next opportunity, and a
very important one for the Black
Bears comes this Saturday against
Boston University, their first con-
ference game of the season.
Sunday, the team travels io
Dartmouth for a non-conference
matchup.
Volleyball set for home opener
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Maine's Randi Olin prepares for this weekend's Maine Invitational
tournament at Memorial Gym. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM.
By Lucas Peterson
Volleyball Reporter
The University of Maine
women's volleyball team opens up
its home schedule this weekend as
the Black Bears host three teams for
the Maine Invitational. Dartmouth,
Central Connecticut, and SUNY-
Albany all head to Orono for the
weekend event.
"For everyone except Kristi
Carver, this is their first home
game," head coach Sue Medley said.
The Black Bears sport a young
team with 10 first-year players. Last
season was Maine's first with a
women's volleyball team since
1983.
The Bears entered this weekend
with a 2-4 record. The season start-
ed slowly at the James Madison
University Invitational two weeks
ago, but the team went on to post a 2-
1 record last weekend at the Lehigh
Mount Hawk Invitational.
The Maine women defeated
Wagner University and Rider
University to finish second overall in
the tournament. Key to Maine's vic-
tory over Wagner was the play of
senior captain Kristi Carver.
Carver, a middle blocker, was
"a real key to our success against
Wagner," Medley said. "Kristi
served for much of the match
and provided leadership and
court experience."
Coach Medley looks for her team
to stack up well against this week-
end's opponents. All four teams are
very similar, with the competition at
a very high level.
Dartmouth has played a very tough
schedule early in the season and is
expected to be tough. The Black
Bears will send out a starting lineup
that includes junior transfer Adrienne
Poplawski and freshman Claire
Poliquin at middle blocker.
Newcomer Leah Voss and fresh-
man Dawn Dommermuth are
expected to start at the outside hitter
positions. Two freshmen, Cheryl
Elliott and Jennifer Vollmer will start
at the setter and right side positions
respectively.
Voss and Elliott were named to the
All-Tourney team one week ago.
The Maine women are a young
team getting better every time they
step onto the court. Already this sea-
son, the team has set school career
records in kills and assists. Coach
Medley likes the work ethic of this
group, calling her team an "exciting
group with a great amount of poten-
tial."
This weekend's action tips off
Saturday with Maine taking on
SUNY at 12:00. Second on the slate
for Maine will be Central
See VOLLEYINILL on page 13
Bears post
record start
By Kelly Brown
Women's Soccer Reporter
The University of Maine
women's soccer team is off to a 4-1-
0 start, the best in the team's history.
Head coach Scott Atherley, who
coached both the men's and
women's soccer programs last year,
is now dedicated to making the
women's tearmsuccessful, a feat they
are well on their way to achieving.
"We have a great combination of
returning players, coupled with a real
talented group of newcomers,"
Atherley said.
While Atherley described last
year's experience as one he would-
n't trade for anything, it is obvious
that being able to focus only on the
women has impacted the team in
positive ways.
"I can pour all my energy into just
the needs of one team," Atherley
said. "Logistically, it's a lot easier."
Coach Atherley and assistant
Jackie Gebhart were able to focus a
lot of energy into recruiting new
faces after last years season, and their
hard work paid of as this year's
recruiting class was named in the top
50 in Division 1 schools.
"We had close to 30 kids visit cam-
pus last year," Atherley said. "The
See WOMEN'S SOCCER on page 13
